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Abstract. For a class of linear partial differential equations with variable

coefficients, it is shown that the Gevrey regularity of solutions depends on

their growth at infinity.

Let P(D) be a partial differential operator with constant coefficients. If P(D)

is hypoelliptic, then all distributions u in Rn, solutions of the equation

(1) P(D)u = 0,

are C°°-functions which belong to a Gevrey class Td(Rn), where d = (di,... ,dn)

and dj > 1, j = l,...,n. This means that for every compact set K C Rn there is

a constant C > 0 such that

(2) |Dau(x)|<G|a|+1<ldlaf2d2---<"d",        xeK

for every multi-index a.

V. V. Grusin [2] has shown that, for a given solution u of equation (1), the

Gevrey class Td(Rn) depends not only on the differential operator P(D) but also

on the growth of u at infinity. In fact, the numbers dj, j = 1,..., n, can be lowered

and condition (2) can be replaced by a global condition in Rn, if one considers

solutions of finite exponential order of growth in Rn.

The aim of this paper is to extend Grusin's investigations to a class of partial

differential operators with variable coefficients.

1. The case of operators with constant coefficients. We recall briefly

some of the results obtained in [2].

Let P(D) be a differential operator with constant coefficients and P(£) the cor-

responding polynomial. We denote by J^k the set of all c = (ci,..., <;„) € Cn such

that P(ç) — 0 and ImCj = 0 for j ^ k. If P(D) is hypoelliptic, then there are

rational numbers dj > 0 and constants Clf > 0, j, k = 1,..., n, with the following

properties:

(hi) If ç = £ + in, where £ = (&,..., f„) and r¡ = (iji,... ,f/n) are in Rn, then

(3) $\<Cf(i + \Vrfi=Cj(l + \Vk\fi.
(h2) d* are the smallest numbers for which the inequalities (3) are valid with

some constants C!-.
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We call the numbers dj the exponents of hypoellipticity of the operator P(D).

We note that dj corresponds to 1/7? in [2].

It is well known that every differential operator P(D) with constant coefficients

has a tempered fundamental solution, i.e. there exists a tempered distribution E

such that

(4) P(D)E = 6

where 6 is the Dirac measure. For a hypoelliptic operator P(D), every tempered

fundamental solution E has the following properties (see [2, Theorem 3.1]):

(ei) If dj,k,j — l,...,n, are exponents of hypoellipticity of P(D) and dj =

maxi<k<ndkj > 1, then E e rd(i?n\{0}), where d= (di,...,dn).

(e2) There exists an integer / > 0 such that

(5) DaE(x) = 0((l + \x\)1)    as|x|^oo,

for every multi-index a.

In particular, the property (ei) implies that every distribution u, solution of

equation (1) in Rn, belongs to Td(Rn) (see [4, Proposition 7.2, p. 413]).

We now state a version of the theorem of Grusin [2, Theorem 4.1]) which estab-

lishes the relation between growth and regularity of solutions of equation (1).

THEOREM l. Let P(D) be a hypoelliptic differential operator and dk,j,k =

1,..., n, its exponents of hypoellipticity. Furthermore, let u be a solution of equation

(1) which satisfies the growth condition

(6) |W(x)|<Aexp|a¿|zfcp j,        x e Rn,

where A and a are positive constants and pk > 1, k = 1,... ,n. Then there exist

constants C > 0 and c > a such that

(7)
dmu(x)

dxf
< ACm   Y ™mdl/9k   exP   c Y \Xk\Vk   '       xeRn,

\fc=i /       \ fc=i        /

where m = 1,2,..., and 1/pk + 1/Qk — !•

REMARK.  Since pk > 1, clearly dk/qk < dk, j, k — 1,..., n, which shows that

the regularity is improved due to the restriction of the growth of u.

2. The case of operators with variable coefficients. We consider a differ-

ential operator of the form

r

(8) P(x, D) = P0(D) + Y a,(x)Pu(D)

where PV(F>) are operators with constant coefficients and the functions a„ sat-

isfy certain regularity and growth conditions. Specifically, we make the following

assumptions on the operators PV(D):

(ci) The operator Pq(D) is hypoelliptic.  We denote by dk, j, k — 1,... ,n, its

exponents of hypoellipticity and assume that dk > 1.
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(c2) For j = 1,... ,n and u = 1,... ,r,

(9) /   ^MdÇKoo,
JR"    Po(Ç)

where P(f) = (£a l^(a)(€)la)1/3 and P^(Ç) = DaP(£).

Note that, because of (ci), Pq{D) satisfies the conditions imposed on P(D) in

Theorem 1. Also, condition (c2) implies that, for any xo e Rn, P(xo, D) and Pq(D)

are equally strong. Hence P(xq,D) is hypoelliptic for every xo e Rn, by (ci) and

Theorem 4.1.6 in [3]. Moreover, if au,v = l,...,r, are C°°-functions then every

distribution u in Rn, solution of the equation

(10) P(x,D)u = 0,

is a C7°°-function, by Theorem 7.4.1 in [3]. We wish to study solutions of equation

(10) which satisfy the growth condition (6).

We make the following assumption on the functions a„:

(C3) Let pj = mini</t<„d£/c;/t, j = l,...,n, and let c be the constant in (7),

when Theorem 1 is applied to the operator Po(D). Then there exist constants

B > 0 and b > c such that

(11) \Daa4x)\<BW+1a°lpl   ■a%"p"exvl-bY\xk\Pk),        x e Rn

for all v — 1,... ,r, and all multi-indices a.

REMARK. Since dk < l and 1/pk + 1/qk — 1, we have 1/pjt + dk/qk > l,j, k =

1,... ,n, and therefore the family of functions satisfying condition (C3) is not trivial,

i.e. it contains functions that are not identically zero (see [1, Chapter IV, §8]).

Our main result is the following theorem.

THEOREM 2. Let P(x,D) be a differential operator of the form (8), where the

operators Pq(D) and PU(D) satisfy conditions (c\) and (c2), and the functions av

satisfy condition (C3). If u is a solution of equation (10) which satisfies the growth

condition (6), then there are positive constants Ai,Ci and ci > a such that

(12)
dmu(x)

dx™
< AjGT    Y mm(1+d>/9fc)    exp   cx Y \xÚPk ),        x € Rn

where m = 1,2,..., and 1/pk + 1/qk = 1-

We first prove two lemmas. In the first lemma, S" denotes Schwartz's space of

rapidly decreasing C°°-functions.

LEMMA  1.   Let P(D) and Q(D) be differential operators with constant coeffi-

cients and suppose that P(D) is hypoelliptic. If

IJQ(0
d£ < 00,

P(0
and if E is a fundamental solution for P(D), then there are constants M and N

such that

(14)        \(Q(D)E * <¡>)(x)[ < M(l + M)" [   (1 + \y\)N\<Kv)\dy,        x € Rn,
Jr"

where "*" denotes the convolution and <¡> e 5?.
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PROOF. Since P(D) is hypoelliptic, there are positive constants a,c and C such

that

|e|c < C\P(0\    for f G Ga = {i, G Än; hl > a}.

Consider the fonction

Í  dttt    for £ G Ga,

otherwise.

If JE is the Fourier transform of E, then PÊ = 1. In particular, Ê(Ç) — 1/P(Q for

Ç e Ga. It follows that H = (2?)" - $ is a distribution with compact support and

we have

(15) E = H + è;

(2?)1s defined by (£)"(</>) = £(có), where <£(£) = c/>(-0-

By the Paley-Wiener-Schwartz theorem, H is an entire function of exponential

type and there are positive constants Mi and N such that

[Q(D)H(x)\<Mi(l + [x\)N,        xeRn.

We note that N does not depend on the operator Q(D). It follows that, for any

4> e S", we have

\(Q(D)H * <p)(x)\ < Mi [ (l + |x- y\)N\<j>(y)\dy
(16) "/ä"

< ̂ (1 + 1*1)"/   (l + lyl^l^ld»,       xeRT.
Jr"

Also, ^^^^

C(£>)#*^==Q(Í)4(0¿(0,
so that

(Q(D)ê * <j>)(x) = j-L- f   J^Q&kükt) dÇ.(2n)n JR„

Hence

l(«ö>***)WIS(5^/0J?i
Using again the hypoellipticity of P(D), we can find a constant C' > 0 such that

P^)<C'[P(0\,      teGa.

Consequently,

\(Q(D)î>*<p)(x)\ < -g- sup \m\ f   ^d£
717^ (27r)     €€ñ" ÍG0   P(0

<M2 /   [<p(y)\dy,      xeRn,
Jr"

where

|0(O| dí, *GPn.

w      c   /  q(0

If M = Mi + M2, we obtain from (15), (16) and (17) the estimate (14).
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COROLLARY.   If P(D), Q(D) and E are as in Lemma 1 and

55(0,
(18) /Jr» p(0
for some j, then

-d£ < oo,

Q(D)E*^)(x) <M(l + \x[)N f  (l + \y[)N[4>(y)\dy,
dXj ) JRn

xeRn.

For the proof it suffices to apply Lemma 1 to the operator DjQ(D), where

Dj — d/dxj.
REMARK. Lemma 1 remains valid, if we assume that qb is a continuous function

rapidly decreasing at infinity, i.e. that (1 + |i|)fcc/)(x) is bounded in Rn, for every k.

LEMMA 2. Let P(x,D) be a differential operator of the form (8), where Pq(D),

PV(D) and au, v = 1,... ,r, satisfy conditions (ci), (c2) and (cz), and let Eo be

a tempered fundamental solution for Po(D). Then there are operators QU(D) and

functions bv, u = l,...,s, with the following property. If u is a solution of the

equation (10) which satisfies condition (6), then

s

(19) v = u + Y Qv{D)Eo * (Ku)
u=l

is a solution of the equation

(20) Po(D)v = 0.

Each polynomial Q„(£) is a derivative of some order of a polynomial PM(£), p > 1,

and each function bv(tl) is proportional to a derivative of some order of a function

MO-
PROOF. The polynomials QV(Q and the functions b„(£,) obviously satisfy the

conditions (9) and (11), respectively. In particular, the products buu decrease at

infinity faster than any power of |£|-1. Therefore the convolutions in (19) are well

defined.

By assumption

r

Po(D)u + Y a„Pv(D)u = P(x, D)u = 0.
t/=i

To each term avPv(D)u we now apply the generalized Leibniz formula

a„Pv(D)u = Y {-=^PÍa\D)(uDaav).
a

In this way we obtain the equation

Po{D)u + Y,QAD){Ku)^0.
v=\

Since Eo is a fundamental solution for Po(D), we have

Qv(D)(bvu) = Po(D)[Qv(D)Eo * (bvu)]
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for each v = 1,..., ». Hence

Po(D) tj + ¿<2„(£>)£0 *(&„u)
v=\

= 0

which proves the lemma.

PROOF OF THEOREM 2. If u satisfies condition (6), then v satisfies the same

condition with another constant Ao > A. Since, by Lemma 2, v is a solution of

equation (20), we may apply Theorem 1 to conclude that

u = ~YQÁD)Eo*(Ku) + f,

where QV(D) and bv are as in Lemma 2 and / is a C°°-function which satisfies

the estimates (7). In particular, condition (18) is valid for j — 1,...,n, with <J(0

replaced with Qu{£), v — 1,..., s, and the functions bv satisfy condition (11) with

the constants B and b. Thus, in view of the corollary from Lemma 1, we have

dxi
^   < M ¿(1 + M)"/   (l + l¥|)"Mv)«(y)|dy+ df{x)
OXj £J JRn

< AoCi(l + AsM)expíc¿|x/t|p* ] ,        x e Rn

V k=i      )

where Ci = max{P, C} and

A = sup
xeR"

(l + |x|)"exp   -c¿|xfcr
k=l

Suppose now that

• /   (1 + M)"exp
Jr"

-(b-c)Y\xk Pk

k=l

dy.

dlu(x)

dx\
< A0C[(l + XsM)1 l Y l'd>/9k J exP (c ¿ \xk\Pk ),        xeRn

u=i fc=i

for I = 1,... ,m. Then

(21)
\dm+1u(x)

dx m+l <m¿(i + N)"/ (l + M)"
9m[&,(2/)ti(2/)]

ôy;
<fy +

dm+1/(z)

¿?xJm+1

{m     ,    v / n >

•exp íc^ljjt Vk

fc=i

xGP".

+ (¿(m + l)<m+1K hk

Kk=\
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Since, by definition, p3 = mm.i<k<ndk/qk, we have

/'Pi (m _ ty(m-l)$/qk < /¡d*/9*(m _ ^(m-ljdj/«* < „,"»<#/«*,

for each fc = 1,... ,n, and so

1109

iipi Y(m - o(m~')d'M < Ymmd*/9lc-

k=\ k=\

Also,

m     /     \

ET
¡=o v   J

771       /        v

ET i
¡=o x   '

< Y ( ? ) I1 + (m + AsM)]m~' = (*» + ! + AsM)m

(i + XsM)m~l < ¿J (7 ) [1 + (/ + Asm)]

¡=o
711

Hence

771        /■        \

AsMZ,(7)(/+AsM^m_i+i
¡=0  ^     '

< XsM(m + 1 + XsM)m + 1 < (m + 1 + XsM)m+1.

It therefore follows from (21) that

|dm+1it(x)|

dxj+1
< A0Cr+1(m+ 1 + AsM)m+1    Y(m+ l)(m+1)^/9t

exp c Y Xk
¡Pk

\k=l

xeRn.

k=l

This proves, by induction, that for any j = 1,... ,n, and m = 1,2,...,

I amu(x)

dz*
\Pk<A0CÎ"(m + AsM)m    ^m"1^/«*    exp   c^|xfc|

\fc=i / \ fc=i /

<AoeAsMCÎ" [Ymm{1+d*/9k) )exp(c¿|xfc|pt ] ,        ief.

\fc=l / \   k=l /

The theorem is thus established with the constants

Ai = A0eXsM,        d    and    ci = c.

REMARK. If 1 < maxi<fc<nci£/pfc, then 1 + maxi<fc<„ dk/qk < maxi<fc<„ dk,

i.e. the regularity of the solution u in the jth variable is improved due to the growth

condition (6).
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